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Abstract

We present a new method for segmenting actions into
primitives and classifying them into a hierarchy of action
classes. Our scheme learns action classes in an unsuper-
vised manner using examples recorded by multiple cameras.
Segmentation and clustering of action classes is based on a
recently proposed motion descriptor which can be extracted
efficiently from reconstructed volume sequences. Because
our representation is independent of viewpoint, it results in
segmentation and classification methods which are surpris-
ingly efficient and robust. Our new method can be used as
the first step in a semi-supervised action recognition sys-
tem that will automatically break down training examples
of people performing sequences of actions into primitive ac-
tions that can be discriminatingly classified and assembled
into high-level recognizers.

1 Introduction

Recognizing actions of human actors from video is an
important topic in computer vision with many fundamen-
tal applications in video surveillance, video indexing and
social sciences. From a computational perspective, actions
are best defined as four-dimensional patterns in space and
in time [10]. Yet, much current research in computer vision
ignores this fact and attempts to learn action models directly
from monocular video [3, 6, 1]. In our work, we use mul-
tiple video cameras and shape-from-silhouette techniques
to obtain four-dimensional recordings of action sequences.
We compute new motion descriptors based on - motion his-
tory volumes - which fuse action cues, as seen from different
viewpoints and over short time periods, into a single three
dimensional representation. From that representation, we
are able to segment the action streams into primitives and to
cluster those primitives into a hierarchy of primitive action
classes.

∗D. Weinland is supported by a grant from the European Community
under the EST Marie-Curie Project Visitor.

Our long-term goal is to automatically generate high-
level descriptions of video sequences in terms of the actions
that can be recognized or inferred from the given visual in-
put. Actions generally fall under two distinct categories -
composite actions which can be broken down into distinct
temporal parts or segments, and primitive actions, which
cannot be broken down further. In order to build a general
action recognizer, we need the ability to break down a given
sequence into primitive action segments, to label those seg-
ments into primitive actions using a vocabulary of learned
action models, and to assemble the labeled segments into
composite actions using concept hierarchies [8] or gram-
mars [11].

In this work, we use a novel motion descriptor based
on the motion history volume (MHV) which summarizes
the action content of a short multi-view sequence without
knowledge of body parts [15]. We automatically segment
action sequences into primitive actions which can be repre-
sented by a single MHV and we cluster the resulting MHVs
into a hierarchy of action classes, which allow us to recog-
nize multiple occurrences of repeating actions. We are able
to perform those two steps automatically, mainly because
MHVs work in a volume space which considerably re-
duces the ambiguities traditionally associated with changes
in viewpoints and occlusions even in multiple views.

As a concrete example, we asked two members of our
lab to perform a sequence of simple actions, each repeated
several times with different poses and styles, in front of 6
calibrated cameras. The resulting data set consists of unseg-
mented and unlabeled synchronized video sequences such
as the one depicted in Figure 1. Using the new motion
descriptor, we were able to segment (Section 5) and clus-
ter (Section 6) such sequences into primitive actions, which
we used as training examples for learning statistical classi-
fiers. Such a semi-supervised scheme is important in practi-
cal terms because it facilitates the creation of large training
sets for action recognition in the large.

Our method generates action taxonomies based on
purely visual cues since we create higher-level action
classes by abstracting two or more recorded actions which



Figure 1. Example action sequence: Raise arms - rotate arms - turn left - raise arms - rotate arms -
turn left - raise arms - rotate arms, seen from two different viewpoints. Such sequences are difficult
to segment and label consistently from monocular cues, but are easily segmented and labeled using
our view-independent motion descriptors.

look the same from all viewpoints (as measured by the dif-
ferences in a metric space of motion descriptors extracted
from their MHVs). We believe this is an important step to-
wards building complete, semantic taxonomies of actions
and plans.

The paper is organized as follows. We review related
work in Section 2. We briefly review motion history vol-
umes and associated view-independent motion descriptors
in Sections 3 and 4. We describe our segmentation algo-
rithm in Section 5 and our clustering algorithm in Section
6. Both algorithms are based on the motion descriptors in-
troduced in Section 4. Finally in Section 7 we describe
a semi-supervised action classification system which uses
the proposed algorithms to automatically segment and la-
bel the training and test sequences, and report initial results
obtained on a limited but realistic data set.

2 Related work

Segmentation and labeling of action sequences from
monocular video is a difficult problem that has received
considerable attention in recent years. Rittscher et al. learn
dynamical models of actions from tracked contours and use
them to segment new sequences [12]. Rui and Anandan
perform an SVD decomposition of a long sequence of op-
tical flow images and detect discontinuities in the trajec-
tories of selected SVD components to segment video into
motion patterns [13]. Zelnik-Manor and Irani cluster video
sequences into events using normalized cuts on multires-
olution sequences of spatio-temporal gradient magnitudes
[16]. Brand and Kettnaker use unsupervised HMMs to per-
form simultaneous segmentation and clustering of actions
from sequences of human silhouettes [3]. Wang et al. also
use unsupervised HMMs to segment 2D hand motions and
extract a vocabulary of musical conducting gestures, which
allows them to describe video sequences optimally in the
sense of minimum description length [14]. Feng and Cham
compare methods for segmenting action sequences with or

without body part correspondences and propose a hybrid
scheme that can handle ambiguous correspondences [5].
All such methods work only with restricted variations in
viewpoint, which make them ill-suited to cases such as of
Figure 1 where each action is performed multiple times with
vastly different poses.

Segmentation and labeling of action sequences from
multiple views is a relatively little-studied area. Previous
work assumes either that the cameras are uncalibrated (so
that reconstruction is not possible) or that a full human
body model can be recovered (so that reconstruction in-
cludes body part recognition and tracking). Thus, Marr and
Vaina discuss the problem of segmenting the 3D movement
of shapes and suggest the use of local minima of the 3D
motion of human limbs as natural transitions between prim-
itive movements [9]. Campbell et al. investigate several
view-invariant features for action classification from face
and hand tracking based on using multi-view stereo [4].
Davis and Bobick use motion templates in multiple views,
but they assume uncalibrated cameras and are therefore un-
able to perform 3D reconstruction [2]. Similarly, Ogale et
al. cluster action sequences in multiple views separately
by detecting minima and maxima of optical flow inside sil-
houettes and matching the selected silhouettes using phase
correlation [11]. This allows them to learn action gram-
mars from examples recorded by multiple cameras, but their
grammars remain viewpoint-dependent.

To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has at-
tempted to perform segmentation and clustering from vol-
umetric reconstructions. In this paper, we propose such a
method, which extends monocular methods most naturally
by introducing view-invariant motion descriptors built from
silhouettes in multiple calibrated views. Compared with
previous work, our method has the advantage that we per-
form all three steps of segmenting, clustering and classify-
ing action sequences in 3D with a representation which is
fully view-invariant, and is much simpler to recover than a
full human body model.



Figure 2. Example motion history volumes:
”Lift arm” and ”knee”, rendered from differ-
ent viewpoints. Colors: red = current, ..., blue
= maximum duration, encode time of last oc-
cupancy.

3 Motion History Volumes

In this section, we present the 3D motion templates on
which we ground our approach. These templates are a 3D
generalization of the 2D motion templates introduced by
Bobick and Davis in [2]. Both 2D and 3D templates are
based on image silhouettes, which are binary valued func-
tions indicating object occupancies in image projections.

Motion templates encode the history of motion occur-
rences. In 2D images, pixel values are therefore multiple-
values recording how recently motion occurred at a pixel.
The extension to 3D is straightforward by considering vox-
els instead of pixels, and the space occupancy function
D(x, y, z, t) over time steps t. Voxel values in the MHV
at time t are then defined by:

vτ (x, y, z, t) =



τ if D(x, y, z, t)
max(0, vτ (x, y, z, t − 1) − 1) oth. (1)

where τ is the maximum duration a motion is stored.
The input occupancy function D(x, y, z, t) is estimated

using silhouettes and is defined by the visual hull at time t.
Voxelic visual hulls are easy to compute and yield robust 3D
representations. Note however that, as for 2D motion tem-
plates, different body proportions may still result in differ-
ent templates. Figure 2 shows examples for motion history
volumes.

4 Motion Descriptors

To compare or discriminate motions, we need to find a
representation which is invariant to transformations in lo-
cations, orientations or sizes. To this purpose, we use both
alignment and invariant descriptors based on motion tem-
plates and Fourier transform. The idea is first to center
scale-normalized motion history volumes into a cylindrical
coordinate system where the z-axis is aligned with the verti-
cal direction. Hence, dependencies on scale and horizontal
translations are removed. For rotations around the vertical

axis, we use the fact that they correspond to translations in
the cylindrical coordinate systems, and that a function f0(x)
and its translated counterpart ft(x) = f0(x−x0) only differ
by a phase modulation after Fourier transform:

Ft(k) = F0(k)e−j2πkx0 . (2)

Thus absolute values of the Fourier transform are rotation
invariant descriptors.

The choice made here is motivated by the assumption
that similar actions only differ by rigid transformations
composed of scale, translation, and rotation around the z-
axis. Of course, this does not account for all similar actions
of any body shape, but it appears to be reasonable in most
situations. In addition, restricting the Fourier-space repre-
sentation to the lower frequencies also implicitly allows for
additional degrees of freedom in object appearances and ac-
tion executions. Our experiments also show that Fourier
magnitudes provide more discriminative information than
correlation features when comparing actions. The follow-
ing section details our exact implementation.

Alignment We express the motion templates in a cylin-
drical coordinate-system:

v(
√

x2 + y2, tan−1

(y

x

)

, z) → v(r, θ, z).

Thus rotations around the z-axis results in cyclical trans-
lation shifts:

v(x cos θ0+y sin θ0,−x sin θ0+y cos θ0, z) → v(r, θ+θ0, z).

We center and scale-normalize the templates. In detail,
if v is the volumetric cylindrical representation of a motion
template, we assume all voxels that represent a time step,
i.e. for which v0(r, θ, z) > 0, to be part of a point cloud.
We compute the mean µ and variances σr and σz in z- and
r-direction. The template is then shifted, so that µ = 0,
and scale normalized so that σz = σr = 1. We choose
to normalize in z and r direction, instead of a PCA based
normalization, focusing on the main directions human differ
on, and assuming scale effects dependent on positions to be
rather small. This method may fail aligning e.g. a person
spreading its hand with a person dropping its hand, but gives
good results for people performing similar actions, which is
more important.

Invariant descriptors In the new coordinate system we
apply a 1D Fourier-transform over θ for each value r and z:

V (r, kθ, z) =

∫ π

−π

v(r, θ, z)e−j2πkθθdθ, (3)

and take as invariant features the magnitudes:

f(r, kθ, z) = |V (r, kθ, z)|. (4)



Note that various combination of the Fourier transform
could be used here, for example magnitudes of the 3D
Fourier-transform over all dimensions r, θ, z as we did in
[15]. We use the Fourier transform over the single dimen-
sion θ to preserve exact spatial information in the remain-
ing directions. Such spatial information appears to be im-
portant when segmenting motions into elementary actions.
The counterpart is that the above descriptor (4) is ambigu-
ous with axial symmetries along the z-axis, hence similar
actions performed by the left or right body parts can be dif-
ficult to discriminate.

It should also be mentioned here that to preserve the
properties of the Fourier transform (e.g. robustness to
noise, separation in fine and coarse features) for all dimen-
sions, an additional 2D Fourier-transform can be applied to
f(r, kθ, z) for r and z:

V̂ (ωr, kθ, ωz) =

ZZ

∞

−∞

|V (r, kθ , z)|e−j2π(ωrr+ωzz)
drdz. (5)

5 Temporal Segmentation

Temporal segmentation consists in splitting a sequence
of motions into elementary segments. It is a necessary
preliminary step to higher level processing of motion se-
quences including classification and clustering. In super-
vised approaches, segments are usually manually labeled in
an initial set of motion sequences, and further operations are
achieved by correlating unknown motion sequences with
these learned segments on a frame by frame basis, using
possibly various temporal scales [2, 7]. In this paper, we do
not assume such a priori knowledge and propose instead a
simple but efficient approach to automatically segment 3D
motion sequences.

Any temporal segmentation relies on the definition of el-
ementary motion segments. There are two main approaches
to segmentation: Energy minima can be used to detect re-
versal of motion direction, following an early proposal by
Marr and Vaina [9]. Or discontinuities can be used to de-
tect changes in the temporal pattern of motion [13]. From
experiments we found energy minima more stable, i.e. sim-
ilar action sequences are segmented more consistently. The
function over time that we segment is then a global mo-
tion energy function. This function is an approximation of
the global body velocity estimated using the motion history
volumes. It is based on the observation that rest states cor-
respond to instants where few motions only occur, and thus
result in few voxels encoding motion in the MHV, when
small temporal windows are considered. Therefore, seg-
ment detection simply consists in finding minima of the sum
of voxel values in the MHV, assuming a small value for τ

in 1. Figure 3 shows several examples of sequences seg-
mented this way. As can be seen in the figure, detection of
energy minima is fairly unambiguous in this examples.
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Figure 3. Motion Energy for action: Lift arms -
rotate arms - lower arms and turn in new po-
sition. Executed three times by (left) female
actor, (right) male actor. Local energy minima
serve as segmentation criteria of sequences.
Motion volumes for each segment are shown
in Figure 4.

In the implementation we use a derivative of Gaussian
filter and zero crossing to detect the minima. Parameter τ

in equation (1) was set to constant 10 frames during all ex-
periments. Temporal scale was not important for detection
of all relevant segments. In practice, the minima detection
appears to be very successful in segmenting motions, even
for coupled motions, like moving torso and arms in parallel,
local minima occur. Of course, this measure is still sensitive
to small variations of velocity that can result in local min-
ima. However, by allowing a possible over-segmentation
the method will detect most of the motion segment bound-
aries.

6 Action taxonomies

Given a segmented action sequence, we would like to
recognize multiple occurrences of the same primitive ac-
tions and to label the sequence accordingly. This capabil-
ity will be important in the next section when we attempt to
train classifiers for all primitive actions in a semi-supervised
fashion.

We build an action taxonomy from a segmented se-
quence by hierarchically clustering the segments into
classes. Initially, each segment is a single occurrence of
its own action class, and is represented as a single point in
the space of view-invariant motion descriptors of Section
4, which is a high-dimensional Euclidean space. We then
apply a standard hierarchical clustering method to the seg-
ments. This creates a binary tree of action classes, where
each class is now represented by a point cloud in the space
of motion descriptors (see Figure 6).

We report experiments on two different datasets of in-
creasing complexity. In each we segment the sequences as
explained in section 5 and compute a single MHV per seg-
ment. This is illustrated in Figures 4 and 8. The experiments



1 Lift
arms

2 Turn
arms

3 Lower/
Turn

4 Turn
around

5 Lift
arms

6 Turn
arms

7 Lower/
Turn

8 Turn
around

9 Lift
arms

10 Turn
arms

11 Lift
arms

12 Turn
arms

13 Lower
arms

14 Turn
around

15 Lift
arms

16 Turn
arms

17 Lower
arms

18 Turn
around

19 Turn
around

20 Lift
arms

21 Turn
arms

22 Lower
arms

Figure 4. History volumes computed at segments of varying duration, and their clusters, using seg-
mentation from Figure 3. (Top) female actor repeating three times: Lift arms ahead - rotate arms -
lower arms and turn in new position. (Bottom) the same done by a male actor, from original sequence
shown in Figure 1. The clusters are labeled manually for presentation purposes.

were conducted on MHVs obtained from 6 silhouettes ex-
tracted using a standard background subtraction method.
The resulting motion templates were mapped into a discrete
cylindrical coordinate representation of size 64 × 64 × 64.
Clustering was achieved using an agglomerative scheme,
where the distance between objects is the Euclidean dis-
tance, and clusters were linked according to their furthest
neighbor. The first dataset shows how actions performed by
different persons, with different bodies, are handled by our
system. The second dataset is a more realistic set of natural
actions in arbitrary orders. Its interpretation is less straight-
forward, but it gives strong insights on the potential of our
motion descriptors to yield consistent high-level interpreta-
tions.

6.1 Clustering on Primitive Actions

Here a dataset of 22 motion sequences performed by
both a male and a female actor were considered. Segmented
key actions are shown in Figure 5. The actors perform suc-
cessively each action three times while changing their ori-
entations in between. The automatic motion segmentation
returns 203 motion volumes (100 for the woman, 103 for
the man). We start by computing a dendrogram of all male
segments, using Euclidean distances and furthest neighbor
assignments. A good trade-off between motion variation
within single clusters and multiple clusters having same la-
bels is then to cut the hierarchy into 21 clusters. All seg-
ments inside these clusters are labeled according to the most
obvious interpretation. From these labels, the 21 clusters
are then labeled with respect to the most current actions
which occurs in each cluster. Figure 6 shows the labeled
dendrogram. Within these clusters, 7 (6.8%) actions were
obviously assigned a wrong cluster, 4 actions give birth to

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11

Figure 5. Perspective views of the motion his-
tory volumes computed for each action cate-
gory. (1) lift right arm ahead. (2) lift right arm
sideways. (3) lift left arm sideways ahead. (4)
lift left arm sideways. (5) rotate both arms
lifted. (6) lower both arms sideways. (7) lift
both arms sideways. (8) lift right leg bend
knee. (9) lift left leg bend knee. (10) lift right
leg firm. (11) jump.

single clusters, and one cluster is ambiguous (lower or lift
arm sideways).

We next compute a hierarchy from the male and female
data. The procedure is the same as in the previous exper-
iment. Du to higher variations in the dataset the clusters
result in a coarser action grouping. A good trade-off be-
tween motion variation within single clusters and multiple
clusters having same labels is this time to cut the hierarchy
into 9 clusters, as shown in Figure 7. With respect to this
labeling only two actions are wrongly assigned.



0.40.50.60.70.8

Lift leg bending
Lower bended leg
Jump
Lower firm leg
Turn in new position
Rebounce after jump
Crouch before jump
Lift leg firm
Lift arm ahead
Lower arm from ahead
Lower arm sideways
Lift arm ahead (single)
Lift both arms ahead (single)
Rotate both arms lifted
Lift arm sideways
Lift arm sideways (single)
Do nothing (single)
Lift both arms ahead
Turn both arms sideways
Lower both arms sideways
Lift or lower both arms sideways

Figure 6. Hierarchical clustering of 103 male
actions. 21 top nodes labeled with respect to
the most occurring action.

0.550.60.650.70.750.80.850.9

Rotate both arms lifted
Lift or lower both arms sideways
Lift or lower single arm
Lift arm sideways
Lift both arms ahead
Stay leg lifted
Lift leg firm
Turn / Jump / lift or lower leg
Lift or lower leg

Figure 7. Hierarchical clustering of 203 male
and female actions. 9 top nodes labeled with
respect to the most occurring action.

6.2 Clustering on Composite Actions

In another clustering experiment we used a different
dataset of actions with a much more complex semantics.
Those sequences are pantomimes of various daily life ac-
tions such as catching a ball, picking up, stretching, laugh-
ing, etc. The segmentation and clustering methods were
applied to each of these sequences. Figures 8 and 9 show
the segmented motion templates and the hierarchy obtained
for one such sequence. Again groups of higher level actions
in Figure 9 have a simple interpretation such as lift or lower
arms. Note also the group rest in position where segments
without motion, typically between actions, have been con-
sistently clustered.

7 Semi-supervised classification

In this section we use the MHV clusters as training data
to learn discriminant classifiers for each of the discovered
action classes. We use the motion templates that have been

1 Lift
arms

2 Lower
arms

3 Catch 4 Rest 5 Return 6 Do
nothing

7 Lift
arms

8 Lower
arms

9 Catch 10 Rest 11 Return 12 Catch

13 Return 14 Turn 15 Catch 16 Rest 17 Return 18 Turn

Figure 8. History Volumes for pantomime se-
quence “catching ball”.

automatically extracted in the previous section, i.e. we use
the 11 actions corresponding to the key labels in Figure 5.
Each action is represented each by 3 samples per actor. One
example per class is shown in Figure 5.

We split the set into two configurations: woman/man and
man/woman. While simple, this test shows how the pro-
posed descriptors discriminate actions with different bod-
ies. Every action class in the data-set is represented by the
mean value of the descriptors over the available population
in the action training set. Any new action is then classified
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Figure 9. Hierarchical clustering of “catching
ball” sequence.
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Figure 10. Average distances in feature space
between male action classes and female
samples. Actions see Figure 5.

according to a Mahalanobis distance associated to a PCA
(Principal Component Analysis) based dimensional reduc-
tion of the data vectors.

One pooled covariance matrix Σ based on all training
samples xi ∈ R

d, i = 1, . . . , n was computed:

Σ =
1

n

n
∑

i

(xi −m)(xi −m)>, (6)

where m represents the mean value over all training sam-
ples.

The Mahalanobis distance between feature vector x and
a class mean mi representing one action is:

d(mi,x) = (x −mi)
>V Λ−1V >(x −mi),

with Λ containing the k largest eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥
· · · ≥ λk, and V the corresponding eigenvectors of Σ. Thus
feature vectors are reduced to k principal components.

In all tests x are the vectorized 6 × 6 × 6 lowest com-
plex valued frequencies of equation (5), that are further re-
duced to the 32 largest principal components. Independent
whether the classes are learned from the male/female data,
we achieve in both cases a classification rate of 100%. A
confusion matrix of average distances is shown in Figure
10, with surprisingly good results even with respect to axial
symmetry.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced new methods for seg-
menting and clustering sequences of volumetric reconstruc-
tions of a human actor performing actions, without recogni-
tion or tracking of body parts. This has allowed us to learn

classifiers for a small vocabulary of primitive actions, in-
dependently of style, gender and viewpoint. We have also
applied our algorithms to discover meaningful hierarchies
of action concepts in more complex composite sequences.
We are currently using our new semi-supervised method to
build training sets with more actions, actors and styles. In
future work, we plan to use those techniques to learn statisti-
cal models of composite actions by simultaneously learning
the component actions and their grammars.
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